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book 2 amish under fire is now available these books are standalone novels detective olivia mast would rather run
through gunfire than return to her former amish community in unity maine where she killed her abusive husband in
self defense and witnessed her family s murder after an amish man is murdered the community will not pursue
justice or answer questions from the police so she begrudgingly dons her old prayer kapp and heads to unity to
investigate the murder undercover to make things even worse her captain also orders her to protect the man she
dated as a teen isaac troyer who was attacked on the night of the murder but cannot remember the incident the
handsome and quirky cabinet maker begins to fall for olivia once again unaware that she carries a 9mm under her
skirt as she must fake her way into rejoining the amish community to gain the people s trust after another murder
some deadly pranks and a kidnapping olivia realizes she needs isaac s help most of all because of his personal
ties to the suspect will isaac be willing to break amish rules to help her arrest the killer or will he be unable
to forgive her for lying to the community and for lying to him like free ebooks go to ashleyemmaauthor com to
download 3 of ashley s ebooks for free undercover amish was a finalist in maine romance writers strut your stuff
competition 2015 and received 26 out of 27 points these books can be read out of order or as stand alone novels
book 2 amish under fire is now available on amazon ashley emma clearly did extensive research on the subject and
portrayed this group in a compassionate thoughtful manner couple her careful handling of this society with her
compelling characters and heart racing plot and you ve got a real winner staci troilo author and editor after
maria mast s abusive ex boyfriend is arrested for being involved in sex trafficking and modern day slavery she
thinks that she and her son carter can safely return to her amish community but the danger has only just begun
someone begins stalking her and they want blood and revenge agent derek turner of covert police detectives unit is
assigned as her bodyguard and goes with her to her former amish community in unity maine the amish way of life and
their solid faith draws derek in even though he hasn t prayed ever since his wife was murdered maria s secretive
eyes painful past and cautious demeanor intrigue him as the human trafficking ring begins to target the amish
community derek wonders if the distraction of her will cost him his career and maria s life don t miss book 1 the
bestselling undercover amish these books are stand alone novels but may be read in order for the best reading
experience amish under fire was a semi finalist in harlequin s so you think you can write contest in 2015 go to
ashleyemmaauthor com to download free ebooks a portion of this book s profits goes to international justice
mission an organization that rescues and offers rehabilitation and shelter to survivors of modern day slavery
number one new york times bestselling author lisa gardner thrills readers with her novels of suspense featuring
boston homicide detective d d warren hostage standoffs copycat killers missing wives brutal crimes haunted
survivors gardner weaves all these elements into compelling fiction now the first five books in her acclaimed d d
warren series are together in one convenient ebook bundle including alone hide the neighbor live to tell love you
more lisa gardner always delivers heart stopping suspense harlan coben one of the best thriller writers in the
business associated press kidnapped starved hit by a car and left for dead and she couldn t even remember her own
name free bonus after you buy amish amnesia you can access 3 free exclusive videos of author ashley emma
interviewing people who grew up amish plus 3 amish romance novellas when officer jefferson martin witnesses a
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young woman being hit by a car near his campsite all thoughts of vacation vanish as the car speeds off when the
malnourished battered woman wakes up she can t remember anything before the accident they don t know her name so
they call her jane when someone breaks into her hospital room and tries to kill her before getting away jefferson
volunteers to protect jane around the clock he takes her back to their kennebunkport beach house along with his
upbeat sister estella and his friend who served with him overseas in the marine corps ben banks at first jane s
stalker leaves strange notes but then his attacks become bolder and more dangerous jane is fluent in several
languages including german she dresses conservatively loves to read and write loves going to church and can cook
better than a professional chef when jefferson tells her about an assignment he had investigated a sex trafficking
ring in the amish community of unity maine it triggers jane s memory jane gradually remembers an amish farm and
wonders if that s where she s from or if she was held captive there with jefferson s service in the military he
has painful memories and dark regrets as jane teaches him about god s love and forgiveness that he used to know as
a child jeff opens his heart back up to god maybe helping jane get her life and memories back can help jeff forget
the lives he d taken and lost in the marines but the more jefferson falls for her the more persistant the stalker
becomes in making jane miserable and in taking her life also in this series undercover amish book 1 amish under
fire book 2 this series can be read out of order visit ashleyemmaauthor com to download several free amish books
how to access your free videos there is a link on the very last page of this ebook to a private webpage where you
can enter your email to receive the bonus content once you enter in your email you ll get the 3 videos and 3 amish
novellas instantly while the history of the uniformed police has prompted considerable research the historical
study of police detectives has been largely neglected confined for the most part to a chapter or a brief mention
in books dealing with the development of the police in general the collection redresses this imbalance
investigating themes central to the history of detection such as the inchoate distinction between criminals and
detectives the professionalisation of detective work and the establishment of colonial police forces the book
provides a the first detailed examination of detectives as an occupational group with a distinct occupational
culture essays discuss the complex relationship between official and private law enforcers and examine the ways in
which the fbi in the u s a and the gestapo in nazi germany operated as instruments of state power the dynamic
interaction between the fictional and the real life image of the detective is also explored expanding on themes
and approaches introduced in recent academic research of police history the comparative studies included in this
collection provide new insights into the development of both plain clothes policing and law enforcement in general
illuminating the historical importance of bureaucratic and administrative changes that occurred within the state
system detective fiction is a clear and compelling look at some of the best known yet least understood characters
and texts of the modern day undergraduate students of detective and crime fiction and of genre fiction in general
will find this book essential reading much has been written about the girl sleuth in fiction a feminist figure
embodying all the potential wit and drive of girlhood her male counterpart however has received much less critical
attention despite his popularity in the wider culture this collection of 11 essays examines the boy detective and
his genre from a number of critical perspectives addressing the issues of these young characters heirs to the
patriarchy yet still concerned with first crushes and soda shop romances series explored include the hardy boys
tow swift the three investigators christopher cool and tim murphy as well as works by astrid lindgren mark haddon
and joe meno this handbook offers a comprehensive historical overview and analysis of police brutality in us
history and the variety of ways it has manifested itself police brutality has been a defining controversy of the
modern age brought into focus most readily by the murder of george floyd in minneapolis and the mass protests that
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occurred as a result in 2020 however the problem of police brutality has been consistent throughout american
history this volume traces its history back to antebellum slavery through the gilded age the progressive era the
two world wars and the twentieth century to the present day this handbook is designed to create a generally
holistic picture of the phenomenon of police brutality in the united states in all of its major lived forms and
confronts a wide range of topics including race ethnicity gender police reactions to protest movements
particularly as they relate to the counterculture and opposition to the vietnam war legal and legislative
outgrowths against police brutality the representations of police brutality in popular culture forms like film and
music the role of technology in publicizing such abuses and the protest movements mounted against it the routledge
history of police brutality in america will provide a vital reference work for students and scholars of american
history african american history criminal justice sociology anthropology and africana studies the figure of the
detective has long excited the imagination of the wider public and the english police detective has been a special
focus of attention in both print and visual media yet while much has been written in the last three decades about
the history of uniformed policemen in england no similar work has focused on police detectives the ascent of the
detective redresses this by exploring the diverse and often arcane world of english police detectives during the
formative period of their profession from 1842 until the first world war with special emphasis on the famed
detective branch established at scotland yard the book starts by illuminating the detectives socioeconomic
background how and why they became detectives their working conditions the differences between them and uniformed
policemen and their relations with the wider community it then goes on to trace the factors that shaped their
changing public image from the embodiment of un english values to plebeian knights in armour investigating the
complex and symbiotic exchange between detectives and journalists and analysing their image as it unfolded in the
press in literature and in their own memoirs the new policing provides a comprehensive introduction to the
critical issues confronting policing today it incorporates an overview of traditional approaches to the study of
the police with a discussion of current perspectives the book goes on to examine key themes including the core
purpose of contemporary policework the reconfiguration of police culture organisational issues and dilemmas
currently confronting the police the managerial reforms and professional innovations that have been implemented in
recent years the future of policing security and crime control in offering this discussion of the nature and role
of the police the new policing illustrates the need to re examine and re think the theoretical perspectives that
have constituted policing studies examining evidence from the united kingdom the united states and other western
societies the book promotes and enables an understanding of the cultural and symbolic significance of policing in
society this ground breaking text has been constructed to ensure that it touches on all the key issues that any
course on police and policing will cover it is an essential purchase for all students of policing and criminal
justice and academics and professionals working in this field this book maps the development of the boy detective
in british children s literature from the mid nineteenth to the early twentieth century it explores how this
liminal figure a boy operating within a man s world addresses adult anxieties about boyhood and the boy s
transition to manhood it investigates the literary social and ideological significance of a vast array of popular
detective narratives appearing in penny dreadfuls and story papers which were aimed primarily at working class
boys this study charts the relationship between developments in the representation of the fictional boy detective
and changing expectations of and attitudes towards real life british boys during a period where the boy s role in
the future of the empire was a key concern it emphasises the value of the early fictional boy detective as an
ideological tool to condition boy readers to fulfil adult desires and expectations of what boyhood and in the
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future proper manhood should entail it will be of particular importance to scholars working in the fields of
children s literature crime fiction and popular culture the enormous explosion of crime fiction over the last
decade means that more people are looking for a good mystery than ever before this dictionary of fictional
detectives helps readers learn about the series in which their favorite detectives are featured included are
alphabetically arranged entries on roughly 150 fictional detectives which provide information about the works in
which the detective appears the locales in which the detective operates the detective s investigative methods and
other important information helpful bibliographical citations direct the reader to other interesting works the
volume closes with a selected general bibliography various appendices and an extensive index the enormous
explosion of crime fiction over the last decade means that more people are looking for a good mystery than ever
before many of the most popular mystery books appear in series and these series feature carefully developed
detectives this collection examines law and justice on television in different countries around the world it
provides a benchmark for further study of the nature and extent of television coverage of justice in fictional
reality and documentary forms it does this by drawing on empirical work from a range of scholars in different
jurisdictions each chapter looks at the raw data of how much justice material viewers were able to access in the
multi channel world of 2014 looking at three phases apprehension police adjudication lawyers and disposition
prison punishment all of the authors indicate how television developed in their countries some have extensive
public service channels mixed with private media channels financing ranges from advertising to programme
sponsorship to licensing arrangements a few countries have mixtures of these each author also examines how tv
justice has developed in their own particular jurisdiction readers will find interesting variations and thought
provoking similarities there are a lot of television shows focussed on legal themes that are imported around the
world the authors analyse these as well this book is a must read for anyone interested in law popular culture tv
or justice and provides an important addition to the literature due to its grounding in empirical data since the
late 1960s the novels of sjöwall and wahlöö s martin beck detective series along with the works of henning mankell
håkan nesser and stieg larsson have sparked an explosion of nordic crime fiction grim police procedurals treating
urgent sociopolitical issues affecting the contemporary world steeped in noir techniques and viewpoints many of
these novels are reaching international audiences through film and television adaptations this reference guide
introduces the world of nordic crime fiction to english speaking readers caught between the demands of conscience
and societal strictures the detectives in these stories like the heroes of norse mythology know that they and
their world must perish but fight on regardless of cost at a time of bleak eventualities nordic crime fiction
interprets the bitter end as a celebration of the indomitable human spirit christianity and the detective story is
the first book to gather together academic criticism on this particular connection between religion and popular
culture the articles cover the origin of this relationship in the works of g k chesterton examine its development
through the golden age of mystery writers such as dorothy l sayers and include discussions of recent and
contemporary television crime dramas the volume makes a strong case for viewing mystery writing as a valid means
of providing both entertainment and religious insight this fully updated and expanded edition covers over 10 200
programs making it the most comprehensive documentation of television programs ever published in addition to
covering the standard network and cable entertainment genres the book also covers programs generally not covered
elsewhere in print or even online including internet series aired and unaired pilot films erotic series gay and
lesbian series risque cartoons and experimental programs from 1925 through 1945 this volume looks at the concept
of the local in indian history through a case study of bengal it studies how worldwide currents be it colonial
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governance pedagogic practices or intellectual rhythms simultaneously inform and interact with particular local
idioms to produce variegated histories of a region it examines the processes through which the idea of the local
gets constituted in different spatial entities such as the frontier province of the jangal mahal the sundarbans
the dry terrain of birbhum bankura purulia and the urban spaces of calcutta and other small towns the volume
further discusses the various administrative as well as amateur representations of these settings to chart out the
ways through which certain spaces get associated with a particular image or history the chapters in the volume
explore a variety of themes textual representations of the region epistemic practices and educational policies as
well as administrative manoeuvres and governmental practices which helped the state in mapping its people an
important contribution in the study of indian history this interdisciplinary work will be of great interest to
scholars and researchers of science and technology studies history sociology and social anthropology and south
asian studies the way detectives access and attain the truth about a crime is an important indicator of how they
relate to contemporary political developments this book explores these methods of detection and positions the
genre in a specific political aesthetic narrative and industrial context this writing will answer your questions
about becoming a private investigator or detective how to become one how to start your own business and the
equipment needed the services to offer who the clients are and how to reach them the federal relations authority
flra is an independent administrative federal agency created by title vii of the civil service reform act of 1978
also known as the federal service labor management relations statute the statute pub l 95 454 5 u s c 7101 et seq
the statute allows certain non postal federal employees to organize bargain collectively and participate through
labor organizations of their choice in decisions affecting their working lives the postal reorganization act pub l
91 375 aug 12 1970 governs labor management relations in the postal service the authority is a quasi judicial body
with three full time members who are appointed for five year terms by the president with the advice and consent of
the senate one member is appointed by the president to serve as chairman of the authority and as the chief
executive and administrative officer of the flra the chairman also chairs the foreign service labor relations
board the authority adjudicates unfair labor practices disputes issues raised by representation petitions
exceptions to grievance arbitration awards and resolves negotiability disputesraised by the parties during
collective bargaining consistent with its statutory charge to provide leadership in establishing policies and
guidance to participants in the federal labor management relations program the authority also assists federal
agencies and unions in understanding their rights and responsibilities under the statute through statutory
training of parties publishing decisions in bound volumes is yet another way in which the flra makes authority
case law available to its customers authority decisions decisions of the federal service impasses panel and
decisions of the office of administrative law judges are also available and searchable soon after issuance on the
flra s decisions page at flra gov decisions as the flra s website provides current up to date access to decisions
and the flra continues to publish decisions in bound volumes it no longer issues reports of case decisions this
book is a study of the mothers of the mystery genre traditionally the invention of crime writing has been ascribed
to poe wilkie collins and conan doyle but they had formidable women rivals whose work has been until recently
largely forgotten the purpose of this book is to cherchez les femmes in a project of rediscovery in this box set
you ll find the first four books published by best selling author markie madden new crime paranormal fang and claw
undead unit series 1 memoir my butterfly cancer dystopian romantic fantasy once upon a western way and self help
horse care book keeping a backyard horse the detective genre has explored supernatural and paranormal themes
throughout its colorful history stories of detectives investigating spiritualists ghostly apparitions the occult
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and psychics have spanned pulp fiction magazines comic books novels film television animation and video games this
encyclopedia covers the history of the genre in its multiple forms and informs and adds to the knowledge of either
the new or informed reader its a z format provides ready reference by title detective fans browsing for new
discoveries will enjoy the entertaining style the distinguishing characteristic of the book is its mix of essays
focusing on teaching cultural diversity in the classroom and illustrating diversity through fiction to the general
readers book jacket male and female violence in popular media brings into focus the apparently symmetrical
phenomena of men s violence against women and women s violence against men explaining the profound differences in
their actual features as well as in their representations which over the last few years have been proliferating in
a vast array of global media contents elisa giomi and sveva magaraggia consider popular media including crime tv
series such as the killing denmark 2007 2012 the fall uk 2013 2016 and true detective usa 2015 factual
entertainment such as who the bleep did i marry investigation discovery 2010 2015 and italian pop music in order
to examine popular culture s depictions of men and women in their opposite yet complementary roles of perpetrators
and victims they reveal how tv shows pop songs news and commercials that populate global audiences daily life fuel
false beliefs about love and sexuality that either legitimate or stigmatise violence depending on the perpetrators
and victims gender this is the first book to offer a critical analysis of one variant of the mystery story or
novel the use of a physician as the major detective there is little difference between a medical case study and a
mystery story the book reviews the works of major authors from r austin freeman helen mccloy josephine bell and h
c bailey to patricia cornwell kathy reichs aaron elkins and colin cotterill with briefer reviews of minor authors
it also addresses historical fictional physician detectives psychological detectives and physician detective
nonfiction physicians and health workers are avid readers of detective fiction and will welcome this volume which
addresses their specific interests its critical analysis of books that have long been viewed as central to
detective fiction will also appeal to fans of the mystery story for anyone interested in crime fiction and
television or for those wanting to understand america s idolization of the good guy with a gun detectives in the
shadows is essential reading detective fiction both soft boiled and hard boiled is in vogue its protagonists are
widely known they have become icons who have as many fans as the most popular actors and singers this amazing list
includes all the greatest detectives of all times from the intuitive auguste dupin created by edgar allan poe to
the duo of mikael blomkvist and lisbeth salander created by stieg larsson and explores their personal profiles and
investigation methods dick miller is a retired special agent with the us army criminal investigation division who
faithfully served his country for over twenty three years in the military and an additional twenty years working
for various us government law enforcement intelligence and security agencies his book army detective life and
times of dick miller not only chronicles his early years growing up in a small coal mining town in southwestern
indiana but goes into his first tour in the us army where he served a year in vietnam then left to pursue a
college degree he writes about how his personal life studies and aspirations to work in law enforcement were
hindered by his wife s refusal to support his career ambitions which overflowed into her disruptive personality
and own personal desires to make him stay in their hometown without the hope of pursuing any type of career
knowing his life would be forever stagnated without hope of achieving his goals and realizing his marriage was a
failure he reentered the us army and achieved his career goal at the same time by seeking to serve as a cid
special agent his decision caused his marriage to end but opened the opportunity to find true love with a
different woman and establish a stronger bond with his son chris his journey to become successful picked up
momentum at this stage and as he rose through the ranks from a street investigator to senior investigative manager
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he accomplished a lifelong dream of having that career in law enforcement the many gruesome and violent crimes he
investigated took their toll on his health and psyche realizing what his lifelong career had done he had to find
an avenue to allow him to keep associated with his work without the trials and tribulations of the job knowing it
was a risk to get out of investigations he pursued a position with the us army protective services unit this
action would allow him to continue working until retirement this decision caused him to leave investigations but
to stay in the job until his retirement at the end the us army did offer him a chance to return to criminal
investigations but he turned them down and retired he moved to sun city center florida where he enjoys spending
time with his wife of thirty five plus years elda traveling throughout the united states and other parts of the
world with her and reading the many books accumulated over the years this new book by the well known
anthropologists jean and john l comaroff explores the global preoccupation with criminality in the early twenty
first century a preoccupation strikingly disproportionate in most places and for most people to the risks posed by
lawlessness to the conduct of everyday life ours in an epoch in which law making law breaking and law enforcement
are ever more critical registers in which societies construct contest and confront truths about themselves an
epoch in which criminology broadly defined has displaced sociology as the privileged means by which the social
world knows itself they also argue that as the result of a tectonic shift in the triangulation of capital the
state and governance the meanings attached to crime and with it the nature of policing have undergone significant
change also that there has been a palpable muddying of the lines between legality and illegality between
corruption and conventional business even between crime and policing which exist nowadays in ever greater
hyphenated complicity thinking through crime and policing is therefore an excursion into the contemporary order of
things or rather into the metaphysic of disorder that saturates the late modern world indeed has become its
leitmotif it is also a meditation on sovereignty and citizenship on civility class and race on the law and its
transgression on the political economy of representation this work examines how lesbian detective and mystery
fiction represents lesbian characters and experience within the confines of the genre as this book points out such
fiction reveals the lesbian s increasing visibility in the wider society nevertheless it can still be difficult to
find a complete representation of lesbian life in mainstream literature often the best place to find the lesbian
represented in books is within the pages of genre fiction especially the detective story this book looks at how
the lesbian characters public and private lives intersect often at the point of coming out or of moving from
isolation to connection with the community also considered is the lesbian detective s typical confrontation with
two crucial elements of the investigator s role the use of violence and the acquisition and expression of
authority within police systems other topics of discussion include the cultural environments in which the stories
are situated and the use of humor as a key weapon in the lesbian detective s investigative arsenal gathering
accurate data probably constitutes one of the most important aspects of crime investigation and prevention how do
we put the data to use how can we improve our methods of handling the information we collect by describing a
project for the development and implementation of a computerized crime mapping system in the chicago area this
book makes a significant contribution toward a more efficient and intelligent use of crime data to understand and
prevent crime in a community setting this collection establishes new perspectives on the idea of mystery as it is
enacted and encoded in the genre of detective fiction essays reclaim detective fiction as an object of critical
inquiry examining the ways it shapes issues of social destabilization moral ambiguity reader complicity
intertextuality and metafiction breaking new ground by moving beyond the critical preoccupation with
classification of historical types and generic determinants contributors examine the effect of mystery on literary
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forms and on readers who experience the provocative complex process of coming to grips with the unknown and the
unknowable this volume opens up discussion on publically acclaimed modern works of mystery and on classic pieces
addressing a variety of forms including novels plays graphic novels television series films and ipad games re
examining the interpretive potential of a genre that seems easily defined yet has endless permutations the book
closely analyzes the cultural function of mystery the way it intervenes in social and political problems as well
as the literary properties that give the genre its particular shape the volume treats various texts as meaningful
subjects for critical analysis and sheds new light on the interpretive potential for a genre that creates as much
ambiguity as it does clarity scholars of mystery and detective fiction crime fiction genre studies and cultural
studies will find this volume invaluable ������������������������������ �������������� �������� ������������������
���� ���� �������������������� �������� ���� ����������� ������������������ ����� ������� ��� ������������� ������
������������������ ����������������������������� �������� ������������������ �������������������������� ������� ��
�������������� ������������������������������ c ���� ������������� �������������������� ������������������ this
two volume encyclopedia explores representations of people of color in american television it includes overview
essays on early classic and contemporary television and the challenges for developments related to and
participation of minorities on and behind the screen covering five decades this encyclopedia highlights how race
has shaped television and how television has shaped society offering critical analysis of moments and themes
throughout television history race in american television shines a spotlight on key artists of color prominent
shows and the debates that have defined television since the civil rights movement this book also examines the
ways in which television has been a site for both reproduction of stereotypes and resistance to them providing a
basis for discussion about racial issues in the united states this set provides a significant resource for
students and fans of television alike not only educating but also empowering readers with the necessary tools to
consume and watch the small screen and explore its impact on the evolution of racial and ethnic stereotypes in u s
culture and beyond understanding the history of american television contributes to deeper knowledge and
potentially helps us to better apprehend the plethora of diverse shows and programs on netflix hulu youtube and
other platforms today
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Undercover Amish: (covert Police Detectives Unit Series Book 1) 2019-01-28 book 2 amish under fire is now
available these books are standalone novels detective olivia mast would rather run through gunfire than return to
her former amish community in unity maine where she killed her abusive husband in self defense and witnessed her
family s murder after an amish man is murdered the community will not pursue justice or answer questions from the
police so she begrudgingly dons her old prayer kapp and heads to unity to investigate the murder undercover to
make things even worse her captain also orders her to protect the man she dated as a teen isaac troyer who was
attacked on the night of the murder but cannot remember the incident the handsome and quirky cabinet maker begins
to fall for olivia once again unaware that she carries a 9mm under her skirt as she must fake her way into
rejoining the amish community to gain the people s trust after another murder some deadly pranks and a kidnapping
olivia realizes she needs isaac s help most of all because of his personal ties to the suspect will isaac be
willing to break amish rules to help her arrest the killer or will he be unable to forgive her for lying to the
community and for lying to him like free ebooks go to ashleyemmaauthor com to download 3 of ashley s ebooks for
free undercover amish was a finalist in maine romance writers strut your stuff competition 2015 and received 26
out of 27 points these books can be read out of order or as stand alone novels book 2 amish under fire is now
available on amazon ashley emma clearly did extensive research on the subject and portrayed this group in a
compassionate thoughtful manner couple her careful handling of this society with her compelling characters and
heart racing plot and you ve got a real winner staci troilo author and editor
Amish Under Fire 2018-08-15 after maria mast s abusive ex boyfriend is arrested for being involved in sex
trafficking and modern day slavery she thinks that she and her son carter can safely return to her amish community
but the danger has only just begun someone begins stalking her and they want blood and revenge agent derek turner
of covert police detectives unit is assigned as her bodyguard and goes with her to her former amish community in
unity maine the amish way of life and their solid faith draws derek in even though he hasn t prayed ever since his
wife was murdered maria s secretive eyes painful past and cautious demeanor intrigue him as the human trafficking
ring begins to target the amish community derek wonders if the distraction of her will cost him his career and
maria s life don t miss book 1 the bestselling undercover amish these books are stand alone novels but may be read
in order for the best reading experience amish under fire was a semi finalist in harlequin s so you think you can
write contest in 2015 go to ashleyemmaauthor com to download free ebooks a portion of this book s profits goes to
international justice mission an organization that rescues and offers rehabilitation and shelter to survivors of
modern day slavery
The Detective D. D. Warren Series 5-Book Bundle 2012-12-10 number one new york times bestselling author lisa
gardner thrills readers with her novels of suspense featuring boston homicide detective d d warren hostage
standoffs copycat killers missing wives brutal crimes haunted survivors gardner weaves all these elements into
compelling fiction now the first five books in her acclaimed d d warren series are together in one convenient
ebook bundle including alone hide the neighbor live to tell love you more lisa gardner always delivers heart
stopping suspense harlan coben one of the best thriller writers in the business associated press
Amish Amnesia 2019-09 kidnapped starved hit by a car and left for dead and she couldn t even remember her own name
free bonus after you buy amish amnesia you can access 3 free exclusive videos of author ashley emma interviewing
people who grew up amish plus 3 amish romance novellas when officer jefferson martin witnesses a young woman being
hit by a car near his campsite all thoughts of vacation vanish as the car speeds off when the malnourished
battered woman wakes up she can t remember anything before the accident they don t know her name so they call her
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jane when someone breaks into her hospital room and tries to kill her before getting away jefferson volunteers to
protect jane around the clock he takes her back to their kennebunkport beach house along with his upbeat sister
estella and his friend who served with him overseas in the marine corps ben banks at first jane s stalker leaves
strange notes but then his attacks become bolder and more dangerous jane is fluent in several languages including
german she dresses conservatively loves to read and write loves going to church and can cook better than a
professional chef when jefferson tells her about an assignment he had investigated a sex trafficking ring in the
amish community of unity maine it triggers jane s memory jane gradually remembers an amish farm and wonders if
that s where she s from or if she was held captive there with jefferson s service in the military he has painful
memories and dark regrets as jane teaches him about god s love and forgiveness that he used to know as a child
jeff opens his heart back up to god maybe helping jane get her life and memories back can help jeff forget the
lives he d taken and lost in the marines but the more jefferson falls for her the more persistant the stalker
becomes in making jane miserable and in taking her life also in this series undercover amish book 1 amish under
fire book 2 this series can be read out of order visit ashleyemmaauthor com to download several free amish books
how to access your free videos there is a link on the very last page of this ebook to a private webpage where you
can enter your email to receive the bonus content once you enter in your email you ll get the 3 videos and 3 amish
novellas instantly
Police Detectives in History, 1750–1950 2017-09-29 while the history of the uniformed police has prompted
considerable research the historical study of police detectives has been largely neglected confined for the most
part to a chapter or a brief mention in books dealing with the development of the police in general the collection
redresses this imbalance investigating themes central to the history of detection such as the inchoate distinction
between criminals and detectives the professionalisation of detective work and the establishment of colonial
police forces the book provides a the first detailed examination of detectives as an occupational group with a
distinct occupational culture essays discuss the complex relationship between official and private law enforcers
and examine the ways in which the fbi in the u s a and the gestapo in nazi germany operated as instruments of
state power the dynamic interaction between the fictional and the real life image of the detective is also
explored expanding on themes and approaches introduced in recent academic research of police history the
comparative studies included in this collection provide new insights into the development of both plain clothes
policing and law enforcement in general illuminating the historical importance of bureaucratic and administrative
changes that occurred within the state system
Detective Fiction 2005-09-30 detective fiction is a clear and compelling look at some of the best known yet least
understood characters and texts of the modern day undergraduate students of detective and crime fiction and of
genre fiction in general will find this book essential reading
The Boy Detectives 2014-01-10 much has been written about the girl sleuth in fiction a feminist figure embodying
all the potential wit and drive of girlhood her male counterpart however has received much less critical attention
despite his popularity in the wider culture this collection of 11 essays examines the boy detective and his genre
from a number of critical perspectives addressing the issues of these young characters heirs to the patriarchy yet
still concerned with first crushes and soda shop romances series explored include the hardy boys tow swift the
three investigators christopher cool and tim murphy as well as works by astrid lindgren mark haddon and joe meno
The Routledge History of Police Brutality in America 2023-04-11 this handbook offers a comprehensive historical
overview and analysis of police brutality in us history and the variety of ways it has manifested itself police
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brutality has been a defining controversy of the modern age brought into focus most readily by the murder of
george floyd in minneapolis and the mass protests that occurred as a result in 2020 however the problem of police
brutality has been consistent throughout american history this volume traces its history back to antebellum
slavery through the gilded age the progressive era the two world wars and the twentieth century to the present day
this handbook is designed to create a generally holistic picture of the phenomenon of police brutality in the
united states in all of its major lived forms and confronts a wide range of topics including race ethnicity gender
police reactions to protest movements particularly as they relate to the counterculture and opposition to the
vietnam war legal and legislative outgrowths against police brutality the representations of police brutality in
popular culture forms like film and music the role of technology in publicizing such abuses and the protest
movements mounted against it the routledge history of police brutality in america will provide a vital reference
work for students and scholars of american history african american history criminal justice sociology
anthropology and africana studies
The Ascent of the Detective 2011-09-29 the figure of the detective has long excited the imagination of the wider
public and the english police detective has been a special focus of attention in both print and visual media yet
while much has been written in the last three decades about the history of uniformed policemen in england no
similar work has focused on police detectives the ascent of the detective redresses this by exploring the diverse
and often arcane world of english police detectives during the formative period of their profession from 1842
until the first world war with special emphasis on the famed detective branch established at scotland yard the
book starts by illuminating the detectives socioeconomic background how and why they became detectives their
working conditions the differences between them and uniformed policemen and their relations with the wider
community it then goes on to trace the factors that shaped their changing public image from the embodiment of un
english values to plebeian knights in armour investigating the complex and symbiotic exchange between detectives
and journalists and analysing their image as it unfolded in the press in literature and in their own memoirs
The New Policing 2006-11-16 the new policing provides a comprehensive introduction to the critical issues
confronting policing today it incorporates an overview of traditional approaches to the study of the police with a
discussion of current perspectives the book goes on to examine key themes including the core purpose of
contemporary policework the reconfiguration of police culture organisational issues and dilemmas currently
confronting the police the managerial reforms and professional innovations that have been implemented in recent
years the future of policing security and crime control in offering this discussion of the nature and role of the
police the new policing illustrates the need to re examine and re think the theoretical perspectives that have
constituted policing studies examining evidence from the united kingdom the united states and other western
societies the book promotes and enables an understanding of the cultural and symbolic significance of policing in
society this ground breaking text has been constructed to ensure that it touches on all the key issues that any
course on police and policing will cover it is an essential purchase for all students of policing and criminal
justice and academics and professionals working in this field
The Boy Detective in Early British Children’s Literature 2017-10-19 this book maps the development of the boy
detective in british children s literature from the mid nineteenth to the early twentieth century it explores how
this liminal figure a boy operating within a man s world addresses adult anxieties about boyhood and the boy s
transition to manhood it investigates the literary social and ideological significance of a vast array of popular
detective narratives appearing in penny dreadfuls and story papers which were aimed primarily at working class
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boys this study charts the relationship between developments in the representation of the fictional boy detective
and changing expectations of and attitudes towards real life british boys during a period where the boy s role in
the future of the empire was a key concern it emphasises the value of the early fictional boy detective as an
ideological tool to condition boy readers to fulfil adult desires and expectations of what boyhood and in the
future proper manhood should entail it will be of particular importance to scholars working in the fields of
children s literature crime fiction and popular culture
Gumshoes 2006-04-30 the enormous explosion of crime fiction over the last decade means that more people are
looking for a good mystery than ever before this dictionary of fictional detectives helps readers learn about the
series in which their favorite detectives are featured included are alphabetically arranged entries on roughly 150
fictional detectives which provide information about the works in which the detective appears the locales in which
the detective operates the detective s investigative methods and other important information helpful
bibliographical citations direct the reader to other interesting works the volume closes with a selected general
bibliography various appendices and an extensive index the enormous explosion of crime fiction over the last
decade means that more people are looking for a good mystery than ever before many of the most popular mystery
books appear in series and these series feature carefully developed detectives
A Transnational Study of Law and Justice on TV 2016-11-17 this collection examines law and justice on television
in different countries around the world it provides a benchmark for further study of the nature and extent of
television coverage of justice in fictional reality and documentary forms it does this by drawing on empirical
work from a range of scholars in different jurisdictions each chapter looks at the raw data of how much justice
material viewers were able to access in the multi channel world of 2014 looking at three phases apprehension
police adjudication lawyers and disposition prison punishment all of the authors indicate how television developed
in their countries some have extensive public service channels mixed with private media channels financing ranges
from advertising to programme sponsorship to licensing arrangements a few countries have mixtures of these each
author also examines how tv justice has developed in their own particular jurisdiction readers will find
interesting variations and thought provoking similarities there are a lot of television shows focussed on legal
themes that are imported around the world the authors analyse these as well this book is a must read for anyone
interested in law popular culture tv or justice and provides an important addition to the literature due to its
grounding in empirical data
Encyclopedia of Nordic Crime Fiction 2016-04-27 since the late 1960s the novels of sjöwall and wahlöö s martin
beck detective series along with the works of henning mankell håkan nesser and stieg larsson have sparked an
explosion of nordic crime fiction grim police procedurals treating urgent sociopolitical issues affecting the
contemporary world steeped in noir techniques and viewpoints many of these novels are reaching international
audiences through film and television adaptations this reference guide introduces the world of nordic crime
fiction to english speaking readers caught between the demands of conscience and societal strictures the
detectives in these stories like the heroes of norse mythology know that they and their world must perish but
fight on regardless of cost at a time of bleak eventualities nordic crime fiction interprets the bitter end as a
celebration of the indomitable human spirit
Figure On The Carpet: Detective Fiction And Literature 1990-09-20 christianity and the detective story is the
first book to gather together academic criticism on this particular connection between religion and popular
culture the articles cover the origin of this relationship in the works of g k chesterton examine its development
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through the golden age of mystery writers such as dorothy l sayers and include discussions of recent and
contemporary television crime dramas the volume makes a strong case for viewing mystery writing as a valid means
of providing both entertainment and religious insight
Christianity and the Detective Story 2014-08-11 this fully updated and expanded edition covers over 10 200
programs making it the most comprehensive documentation of television programs ever published in addition to
covering the standard network and cable entertainment genres the book also covers programs generally not covered
elsewhere in print or even online including internet series aired and unaired pilot films erotic series gay and
lesbian series risque cartoons and experimental programs from 1925 through 1945
Encyclopedia of Television Shows, 1925 through 2010, 2d ed. 2014-01-10 this volume looks at the concept of the
local in indian history through a case study of bengal it studies how worldwide currents be it colonial governance
pedagogic practices or intellectual rhythms simultaneously inform and interact with particular local idioms to
produce variegated histories of a region it examines the processes through which the idea of the local gets
constituted in different spatial entities such as the frontier province of the jangal mahal the sundarbans the dry
terrain of birbhum bankura purulia and the urban spaces of calcutta and other small towns the volume further
discusses the various administrative as well as amateur representations of these settings to chart out the ways
through which certain spaces get associated with a particular image or history the chapters in the volume explore
a variety of themes textual representations of the region epistemic practices and educational policies as well as
administrative manoeuvres and governmental practices which helped the state in mapping its people an important
contribution in the study of indian history this interdisciplinary work will be of great interest to scholars and
researchers of science and technology studies history sociology and social anthropology and south asian studies
Rethinking the Local in Indian History 2021-08-12 the way detectives access and attain the truth about a crime is
an important indicator of how they relate to contemporary political developments this book explores these methods
of detection and positions the genre in a specific political aesthetic narrative and industrial context
American TV Detective Dramas 2016-02-04 this writing will answer your questions about becoming a private
investigator or detective how to become one how to start your own business and the equipment needed the services
to offer who the clients are and how to reach them
Becoming A Private Detective 2011-07-05 the federal relations authority flra is an independent administrative
federal agency created by title vii of the civil service reform act of 1978 also known as the federal service
labor management relations statute the statute pub l 95 454 5 u s c 7101 et seq the statute allows certain non
postal federal employees to organize bargain collectively and participate through labor organizations of their
choice in decisions affecting their working lives the postal reorganization act pub l 91 375 aug 12 1970 governs
labor management relations in the postal service the authority is a quasi judicial body with three full time
members who are appointed for five year terms by the president with the advice and consent of the senate one
member is appointed by the president to serve as chairman of the authority and as the chief executive and
administrative officer of the flra the chairman also chairs the foreign service labor relations board the
authority adjudicates unfair labor practices disputes issues raised by representation petitions exceptions to
grievance arbitration awards and resolves negotiability disputesraised by the parties during collective bargaining
consistent with its statutory charge to provide leadership in establishing policies and guidance to participants
in the federal labor management relations program the authority also assists federal agencies and unions in
understanding their rights and responsibilities under the statute through statutory training of parties publishing
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decisions in bound volumes is yet another way in which the flra makes authority case law available to its
customers authority decisions decisions of the federal service impasses panel and decisions of the office of
administrative law judges are also available and searchable soon after issuance on the flra s decisions page at
flra gov decisions as the flra s website provides current up to date access to decisions and the flra continues to
publish decisions in bound volumes it no longer issues reports of case decisions
Decisions of the Federal Labor Relations Authority 2005 this book is a study of the mothers of the mystery genre
traditionally the invention of crime writing has been ascribed to poe wilkie collins and conan doyle but they had
formidable women rivals whose work has been until recently largely forgotten the purpose of this book is to
cherchez les femmes in a project of rediscovery
Decisions of the Federal Labor Relations Authority, V. 61, June 1, 2005 Through December 9, 2006 2010-07-16 in
this box set you ll find the first four books published by best selling author markie madden new crime paranormal
fang and claw undead unit series 1 memoir my butterfly cancer dystopian romantic fantasy once upon a western way
and self help horse care book keeping a backyard horse
Women Writers and Detectives in Nineteenth-Century Crime Fiction 2015-12-25 the detective genre has explored
supernatural and paranormal themes throughout its colorful history stories of detectives investigating
spiritualists ghostly apparitions the occult and psychics have spanned pulp fiction magazines comic books novels
film television animation and video games this encyclopedia covers the history of the genre in its multiple forms
and informs and adds to the knowledge of either the new or informed reader its a z format provides ready reference
by title detective fans browsing for new discoveries will enjoy the entertaining style
Mismatched Tales 2019-09-13 the distinguishing characteristic of the book is its mix of essays focusing on
teaching cultural diversity in the classroom and illustrating diversity through fiction to the general readers
book jacket
Encyclopedia of Weird Detectives 1999 male and female violence in popular media brings into focus the apparently
symmetrical phenomena of men s violence against women and women s violence against men explaining the profound
differences in their actual features as well as in their representations which over the last few years have been
proliferating in a vast array of global media contents elisa giomi and sveva magaraggia consider popular media
including crime tv series such as the killing denmark 2007 2012 the fall uk 2013 2016 and true detective usa 2015
factual entertainment such as who the bleep did i marry investigation discovery 2010 2015 and italian pop music in
order to examine popular culture s depictions of men and women in their opposite yet complementary roles of
perpetrators and victims they reveal how tv shows pop songs news and commercials that populate global audiences
daily life fuel false beliefs about love and sexuality that either legitimate or stigmatise violence depending on
the perpetrators and victims gender
Diversity and Detective Fiction 2022-10-06 this is the first book to offer a critical analysis of one variant of
the mystery story or novel the use of a physician as the major detective there is little difference between a
medical case study and a mystery story the book reviews the works of major authors from r austin freeman helen
mccloy josephine bell and h c bailey to patricia cornwell kathy reichs aaron elkins and colin cotterill with
briefer reviews of minor authors it also addresses historical fictional physician detectives psychological
detectives and physician detective nonfiction physicians and health workers are avid readers of detective fiction
and will welcome this volume which addresses their specific interests its critical analysis of books that have
long been viewed as central to detective fiction will also appeal to fans of the mystery story
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Male and Female Violence in Popular Media 2021-01-18 for anyone interested in crime fiction and television or for
those wanting to understand america s idolization of the good guy with a gun detectives in the shadows is
essential reading
Doctor-Detectives in the Mystery Novel 2020-08-04 detective fiction both soft boiled and hard boiled is in vogue
its protagonists are widely known they have become icons who have as many fans as the most popular actors and
singers this amazing list includes all the greatest detectives of all times from the intuitive auguste dupin
created by edgar allan poe to the duo of mikael blomkvist and lisbeth salander created by stieg larsson and
explores their personal profiles and investigation methods
Detectives in the Shadows 1988 dick miller is a retired special agent with the us army criminal investigation
division who faithfully served his country for over twenty three years in the military and an additional twenty
years working for various us government law enforcement intelligence and security agencies his book army detective
life and times of dick miller not only chronicles his early years growing up in a small coal mining town in
southwestern indiana but goes into his first tour in the us army where he served a year in vietnam then left to
pursue a college degree he writes about how his personal life studies and aspirations to work in law enforcement
were hindered by his wife s refusal to support his career ambitions which overflowed into her disruptive
personality and own personal desires to make him stay in their hometown without the hope of pursuing any type of
career knowing his life would be forever stagnated without hope of achieving his goals and realizing his marriage
was a failure he reentered the us army and achieved his career goal at the same time by seeking to serve as a cid
special agent his decision caused his marriage to end but opened the opportunity to find true love with a
different woman and establish a stronger bond with his son chris his journey to become successful picked up
momentum at this stage and as he rose through the ranks from a street investigator to senior investigative manager
he accomplished a lifelong dream of having that career in law enforcement the many gruesome and violent crimes he
investigated took their toll on his health and psyche realizing what his lifelong career had done he had to find
an avenue to allow him to keep associated with his work without the trials and tribulations of the job knowing it
was a risk to get out of investigations he pursued a position with the us army protective services unit this
action would allow him to continue working until retirement this decision caused him to leave investigations but
to stay in the job until his retirement at the end the us army did offer him a chance to return to criminal
investigations but he turned them down and retired he moved to sun city center florida where he enjoys spending
time with his wife of thirty five plus years elda traveling throughout the united states and other parts of the
world with her and reading the many books accumulated over the years
Australian National Bibliography: 1992 2015-06-01 this new book by the well known anthropologists jean and john l
comaroff explores the global preoccupation with criminality in the early twenty first century a preoccupation
strikingly disproportionate in most places and for most people to the risks posed by lawlessness to the conduct of
everyday life ours in an epoch in which law making law breaking and law enforcement are ever more critical
registers in which societies construct contest and confront truths about themselves an epoch in which criminology
broadly defined has displaced sociology as the privileged means by which the social world knows itself they also
argue that as the result of a tectonic shift in the triangulation of capital the state and governance the meanings
attached to crime and with it the nature of policing have undergone significant change also that there has been a
palpable muddying of the lines between legality and illegality between corruption and conventional business even
between crime and policing which exist nowadays in ever greater hyphenated complicity thinking through crime and
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policing is therefore an excursion into the contemporary order of things or rather into the metaphysic of disorder
that saturates the late modern world indeed has become its leitmotif it is also a meditation on sovereignty and
citizenship on civility class and race on the law and its transgression on the political economy of representation
Detectives 1986 this work examines how lesbian detective and mystery fiction represents lesbian characters and
experience within the confines of the genre as this book points out such fiction reveals the lesbian s increasing
visibility in the wider society nevertheless it can still be difficult to find a complete representation of
lesbian life in mainstream literature often the best place to find the lesbian represented in books is within the
pages of genre fiction especially the detective story this book looks at how the lesbian characters public and
private lives intersect often at the point of coming out or of moving from isolation to connection with the
community also considered is the lesbian detective s typical confrontation with two crucial elements of the
investigator s role the use of violence and the acquisition and expression of authority within police systems
other topics of discussion include the cultural environments in which the stories are situated and the use of
humor as a key weapon in the lesbian detective s investigative arsenal
The Detective 1979 gathering accurate data probably constitutes one of the most important aspects of crime
investigation and prevention how do we put the data to use how can we improve our methods of handling the
information we collect by describing a project for the development and implementation of a computerized crime
mapping system in the chicago area this book makes a significant contribution toward a more efficient and
intelligent use of crime data to understand and prevent crime in a community setting
Descriptions and Assessments of the Model Evaluation Program Projects 2018-01-24 this collection establishes new
perspectives on the idea of mystery as it is enacted and encoded in the genre of detective fiction essays reclaim
detective fiction as an object of critical inquiry examining the ways it shapes issues of social destabilization
moral ambiguity reader complicity intertextuality and metafiction breaking new ground by moving beyond the
critical preoccupation with classification of historical types and generic determinants contributors examine the
effect of mystery on literary forms and on readers who experience the provocative complex process of coming to
grips with the unknown and the unknowable this volume opens up discussion on publically acclaimed modern works of
mystery and on classic pieces addressing a variety of forms including novels plays graphic novels television
series films and ipad games re examining the interpretive potential of a genre that seems easily defined yet has
endless permutations the book closely analyzes the cultural function of mystery the way it intervenes in social
and political problems as well as the literary properties that give the genre its particular shape the volume
treats various texts as meaningful subjects for critical analysis and sheds new light on the interpretive
potential for a genre that creates as much ambiguity as it does clarity scholars of mystery and detective fiction
crime fiction genre studies and cultural studies will find this volume invaluable
Army Detective 2016-12-05 ������������������������������ �������������� �������� ���������������������� ���� �����
��������������� �������� ���� ����������� ������������������ ����� ������� ��� ������������� ���������������������
��� ����������������������������� �������� ������������������ �������������������������� ������� ����������������
������������������������������ c ���� ������������� �������������������� ������������������
The Truth about Crime 2006-07-24 this two volume encyclopedia explores representations of people of color in
american television it includes overview essays on early classic and contemporary television and the challenges
for developments related to and participation of minorities on and behind the screen covering five decades this
encyclopedia highlights how race has shaped television and how television has shaped society offering critical
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analysis of moments and themes throughout television history race in american television shines a spotlight on key
artists of color prominent shows and the debates that have defined television since the civil rights movement this
book also examines the ways in which television has been a site for both reproduction of stereotypes and
resistance to them providing a basis for discussion about racial issues in the united states this set provides a
significant resource for students and fans of television alike not only educating but also empowering readers with
the necessary tools to consume and watch the small screen and explore its impact on the evolution of racial and
ethnic stereotypes in u s culture and beyond understanding the history of american television contributes to
deeper knowledge and potentially helps us to better apprehend the plethora of diverse shows and programs on
netflix hulu youtube and other platforms today
Lesbian Detective Fiction 1991
Mapping Crime in Its Community Setting 2015-10-14
New Perspectives on Detective Fiction 2021-01-26
The Last Detective ２ Redemption 罪の贖い
Race in American Television [2 volumes]
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